
A reconciled South Australia  would  provide a testament to both the maturity of a society

and our commitment to  institutional and systemic  bravery to embrace the change needed

to build a community that is fair and just for all that live, work and play within it. 
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“…community attitudes are well ahead of the political response to issues around

self-determination, representation, treaty, and in understanding and learning

about history. This provides a basis for demanding more of our political leaders….

Change doesn’t happen without governments, parliaments, corporate and civil

society, and the broader community playing their part,” Karen Mundine, CEO

Reconciliation Australia (Australian Reconciliation Barometer, 2020)

Progress in the pursuit of equality and equity for First Nations people, including

through the Closing the Gap, remains stubbornly slow with systemic and social cultural

change being adhoc and piecemeal.

Experiences of racism are endemic across the wider community and within the public

sector workforce, yet we have no systemic measurement of occurrence and severity.

The social and economic value of a reconciled South Australia are yet to be formalised

into a whole of State shared vision.

Deeper understanding that First Nation culture and the reconciliation process is of

value. 

Significant growth in corporate engagement for the reconciliation process, with some

of Australia’s and South Australia’s most successful companies adopting Reconciliation

Action Plans and delivering on them. 

More young South Australians are now exposed to a more accurate and inclusive

history of our nation. Laying the groundwork for stronger relationships, better race

relations, and greater understanding of the complex issues impacting on First Nation

Peoples. 

First Nations ex-servicemen and women are now honoured on ANZAC Day and through

our National Reconciliation Week activities here in South Australia. 

Museums, galleries, cultural heritage centres, local councils, corporate organisations

and other institutions are looking at their role in contributing to a fuller, more accurate

account of our shared history. 

Our work and the work of the Australian Reconciliation Network has shown us that the

broader community is supportive of progress on important national reforms including

constitutional reform and the Uluru Statement from the Heart, and governments around

the country are considering how to advance unfinished business of reconciliation, such

as Treaties. 

South Australia is at a critical juncture in the reconciliation journey. 
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We have foundations to build on, these include:
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The next State Government must work with the Parliament and the broader community to

prioritise action towards a reconciled state. 



Equality & Equity

WHAT WE NEED

Full engagement of First Nation expert

advice and leadership across key closing

the gap targets.

Universal recognition and respect for the

distinctive collective rights and cultures of

First Nations peoples.

Full engagement and implementation of

partnership agreements and shared

decision making models across all sectors

that intersect with matters of interest for

First Nation peoples.

Ensuring policies and programs go beyond

‘welfare centred focus’, with business and

enterprise opportunities for First Nation

wealth creation.

Support processes of First Nations co-design

and led policies and programs, committing to

long term investment to meet newly

developed and expanded initiatives that meet

closing the gap targets in South Australia. 

Achieved by: 

Race Relations

Lead by example by committing to and

working towards the full elimination of

racism from the public service sector

(including but not limited to health,

education and justice systems).

Provide public support to Anti-Racism

campaigns, initiatives and stances

against racism.

Development, implementation and

communication of Anti-Racism Strategy

for South Australia public sector

Enhance and enable community

education about race relations, challenge

racism and share pride in SAs First Nation

culture and history.

Support initiatives and campaigns that

address racism experienced by First Nations

people, both at an individual and systemic

level.

Achieved by:

Historical Acceptance

Engaging with First Nation and historical

experts to identify opportunities and 

State-wide and local level truth-telling

processes as a foundational part of

relationship building between First Nation

people and the wider community

Achieved by:

Provide a local community grants program

to initiate and support truth telling projects,

and the development of resources to

support this.

Commit to ensuring that the South

Australian Education system requires

minimum standards for inclusion of First

Nations histories and culture appreciation.

Institutional integrity

State Parliament and State Government

finalise the development and

implementation of their own Reconciliation

Action Plans

Support appropriately funded and

engaged First Nations peak bodies, and

invest in local governance and decision

making

Ensure for rights-based matters of interests

for First Nation peoples are topics of

exploration, debate and engagement in our

government and political systems

Actively promote the examination of all

bills and legislative instruments for their

compatibility to the United Nations

Declaration on the Rights of Indigenous

Peoples

Governments and democratic institutions

actively engage in working towards

reconciliation and be publicly accountable for

their actions or inactions.

Achieved by: 

Unity

Support advancing the invitation proposed

in the Uluru Statement from the Heart – a

First Nation voice to Parliament, Treaty and

Truth Telling process

Actively engage diverse sector

representation in the advancement of

reconciliation across South Australia

(including but not limited to corporate,

media and philanthropic

Actively engage in building a narrative that

defines South Australia an inclusive and

reconciled state which is proud of and

embraces its First Nation past, present and

future.

Define our collective shared identity of South

Australians that is inclusive of First Nation

cultures and knowledges.

Achieved by: 
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appropriate processes for developing and

undertaking a truth telling process.



national reform agendas such as the Uluru Statement from the Heart and Constitutional

Change.

social reform campaigns and leaders in committees focused on justice reinvestment,

health leadership, truth telling and social policy advocacy.

anti-racism training and education across education setting, workplace environments

(government and corporate) and sports settings

driving local government discussions about reconciliation, First Nation voices in

council chambers and culturally safe council chambers.

state-wide events for community, corporate and government partners to engage in

reconciliation, truth telling and celebrations

Reconciliation South Australia has a unique and important contribution to make in

influencing political leaders, decision makers and influencers in our state and at a national

level. 

Our strong reputation for working productively with government and the First Nations

sector, positions us to affect positive change through political, community and corporate

engagement. 

Our vision for a reconciled and just South Australia, where at the heart of reconciliation is

respectful relationships and understanding between First Nations peoples and the broader

community. We believe that to do this we must be bold; we must be brave, and we must be

courageous in what we do and in what we ask others to do with us.

Reconciliation South Australia is a sector leader engaging and influencing on : 

Our support for Reconciliation Australia’s Reconciliation Action Plan program has seen

nearly 2000 active corporate, government and non-government organisations commit to

actions to progress reconciliation. These organisations employ 3 million Australians.

63,973 First Nations people are employed with RAP organisations, and over $2 billion in

goods and services were procured form First Nations businesses. 

We also pride ourselves in our engagement in the education-based RAP program known as

Narragunnawali program, which supports the development of environments that foster a

higher level of knowledge and pride in First Nations histories, cultures, and contributions.

The program provides professional learning and curriculum resources to Australian

teachers and learning services across the country. 

WHAT WE DO
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